
SPECIALIST RACING SIMULATOR 
FOR THE LEISURE AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY



Designed and engineered by award-winning motorsport 

simulator experts Base Performance Simulators (BPS), Phoenix 

is the latest simulator technology explicitly intended for 

the leisure industry, bridging the gap between professional 

motorsport simulators and theme park attractions.

Phoenix utilises state-of-the-art technology to provide a 

fully-immersive driving experience with realistic driver 

feedback and cues. Using the latest in venue management 

software, the Phoenix simulator functions without the 

requirement of specialist operators. It’s ready to transport 

users into the thrilling virtual racing world. 

THE PHOENIX 
SIMULATOR



BASE PERFORMANCE 
SIMULATORS

BPS is one of the world’s leading simulation 

companies. Based in the UK, their reputation 

has a global reach. With decades of experience 

developing cutting-edge simulators, the skills and 

expertise housed at BPS are unrivalled. 

The team is led by factory Aston Martin driver and 

three-time Le Mans winner Darren Turner. Darren 

is a consultant to the Formula 1™ industry and has 

been developing simulators for over 23 years.





	 Designed	specifically	for	the	leisure	industry

 Esports ready

 Realistic 3 degrees of freedom movement

 Fully immersive vision and sound

 Turnkey venue management software 

 Robust and reliable

 Minimal maintenance required 

 Remote online support

FEATURES TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

 BPS bespoke powder coated rigid steel frame

 Fibreglass body kit with branding sticker kit

	 BPS	bespoke	oversized	carbon	fibre	seat

	 BPS	two-pedal,	pedal	box	with	carbon	fibre	
cover and electric fore and aft adjustment

 Simucube 2 Pro steering motor

 D-BOX Gen5 4250i 4-point actuator 
giving	3	DoF	movement	-	the first	haptic	
system licensed	by	the	FIA 
 

 700-watt NVX Subwoofer and 4 speaker kit

 BPS bespoke monitor mount

 Samsung 49” curved high-frequency gaming 
monitor

	 High-specification	gaming	computer

 VMS venue management software with kiosk 
application and support

 Assetto Corsa commercial software

 12-months hardware warranty 

 Precision Sim LM Phoenix bespoke steering 
wheel with DDU display



The BPS design team can take your corporate 

branding and create a custom livery for a truly 

bespoke simulator.

LIVERY OPTIONS



CONTACT

For more information or to reserve your build slot, 

contact BPS on the details below.

James Guess

Director, Business Development

T: +44 (0) 1295 276611

M: +44 (0) 7747 793269

E: james@baseperformance.net

W: baseperformance.net


